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Enable Global e-Business

There was a multitude of challenges that needed instant attention. Firstly, BYBEX 
wanted to localize and upgrade their website in multi-lingual languages: German, Span-
ish, Arabic, and Chinese.

Secondly, the client needed to publish the brochures and user guides for their new 
products, translate and typeset the brochures in 10 main languages worldwide.
The client also needed to create a newsletter monthly with their blog articles, and 
translate it into multiple languages.

Lastly, the client required a multilingual blog on their website.

Challenges

We took a well-defined and stream lined, parallel approach through which we were 
able to effectively cater to all the challenges one by one. 

First of all we assigned the massive translation projects to native translators. All transla-
tions were run through a strict TEP process (Translation, Editing and Proofreading) by 
3 different linguists to make sure of top quality.

For the DTP services, our engineers typeset/formatted all pages in specified languages 
with InDesign, Framemaker and other DTP tools, then we added an additional step of 
proofreading before final delivery to assure it’s error free.

The cross-department team with translation, designing and engineering members 
completed the newsletter task as well under negotiation by our designated project 
manager: Assigning translation in multi-lingual languages first, creating the newsletter 
by the designer in different languages, then creating the blog site!

Our Approach

CYBEX is a leading fitness manufacturer of premium exercise equipment designed to 
improve physical wellbeing, function and performance. Based on a sports medicine 
and rehabilitation heritage, CYBEX leverages its expertise in exercise science to provide 
innovative and technologically differentiated products and programs. 

The company is public listed whose shares are traded on the NASDAQ under CYBI.
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